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Evans on fee hike: No viable alternative?
0 He says SJSU
staff is being raided’
BY KETIN TURNER

spartan Daily Stan-Writer

SJSU President J. Handel Evans delivered an optimistic report on the state of
SJSU Monday, despite concerns of a possible fee increase from students.
In addition to a half-hour speech,
Evans answered questions from the audience on topics ranging from Gov. Pete

Wilson’s budget to SJSU faculty and staff
worries, and intercollegiate athletics.
Jim Smart, chairman of the Academic
Senate, introduced Evans, after which the
president said, "I’ve always been aware
that the buck stops on the president’s
desk; the problem is we seem to have
only half a buck to work with these days."
Comm ibnent to students
"The most important thing is commitment to students," Evans said,
explaining why the university did not
accept new applications for the spring

1993 semester. Evans said student’s units
have increased on average from about 10
1/2 units to about 11.
"You may think this increase to be
small, but when you consider the amount
of students with the increased units,
that’s a lot of people who will benefit,"
Evans said.
"The budget number is not good, but
not as bad as it could have been," Evans
said. "This year’s general fund budget is
$9 million
or six percent less than
we spent in 1991-92. But we survived."
Wilson has proposed a 4.5 -percent
decrease in the CSU’s budget. But it is up

to CSU administration whether a fee
increase is necessary.
Exact cuts uncertain
Lvans is planning for a 7-percent budget reduction, but noted many times
throughout his speech that "this is subject to change." In terms of student fee
increases, Evans said that we need to
establish predictable fee levels so that the
students will be prepared if the increase
becomes a reality.
Yet Evans also said, "I don’t see any
viable alternatives in this climate." A stu-

dent in the audience later a.sked about the
possibility of a fee increase. Evans said
that at this point he was not proposing
fee hikes, and only said that a discussion
should be made about it.
Jamont Johnson, an administration of
justice major, said providing the basics
should be SJSU’s focus.
"We’re in a bad position right now. We
need to focus on education more or risk
falling behind, if we aren’t alreadyr Johnson said.
On the subject of financial aid, Evans
See EVANS, Page 4

SJSU’s search iced,
others get priority

Repeat after me

BY JIM BATCHO

doing a very good job" and a new
selection would be too expensive.
While SJSU’s search for a perBentley-Adler said Chico and
manent president has been put Long Beach both have housing
on hold until 1995, searches to fill accommodations already set up
vacancies at Chico State and CSU for a new president. At SJSU the
Long Beach are expected to start housing costs would be too high.
Although the Spartan Foundaup in late 1993 and early 1994.
Robin Wilson, president of tion was willing to chip in
Chico, and Curtis L. McCray, $300,000 toward the down paypresident at Long Beach, have ment of a house in Saratoga for
the president, it left the new presannounced their retirements.
According to CSU spokes- ident to come up with $100,000
woman Colleen Bentley-Adler, alone.
Dave Elliott, a professor and
the position at Chico is expected
to be filled by September 1993, chairman of communications
while the Long Beach presiden- studies at SJSU, said there is more
tial search should be completed involved in the overlook of SJSLI
by fall of 1994. CSU Spokesman than just financial problems.
"It wasn’t just fiscal. it was the
Steve Mac.Carthy said he didn’t
have a figure on how much the divisive nature of the last search,"
said Elliott, who is a former
searches would cost.
At SJSU, the search was put off chairman of the university acadeafter the only candidate nominat- mic senate.
"I’m sure if (Munitz) were
ed by the trustees’ search committee, Ruth Levanthal, pulled pressed, he would point out the
out in March 1992 citing loss of controversial nature of the last
pay as well as the uncertain eco- search," Elliott said. "He would
nomic picture in the state. That argue that we’re not ready for a
new search."
search cost CSU $61,000.
According to Elliott, Munitz is
According to Bentley-Adler,
the reasons the search at SJSLJ is instead giving other reasons for
being put off are twofold: Evans, not conducting a search.
"I think the reasons he gave in
who was appointed full-time
president last semester by CSU
See SEARCH, Page 4
Chancellor Barry Munitz, "is

Spotan Daily Statt Writer

MONTY COSME

Judith Boyes, left, a senior majoring in humanities, and Kim
Yafi, a senior majoring in Drama and English, enjoy a sunny
Monday afternoon in front of Clark Library with Boyes’ Red
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Lord Amazon parrot. Boyes will release the bird, which is an
endangered species, back into the wild after teaching it how to
survive on its own.

Spartans spank ’1Vmers, promote SJSU softball
Y TIIEODORE SCHMIDT
’Tartan I ),itly Stalt Writer

On Sunday the SJSU Spartans softball
team buried the 49ers in an exhibition
game.
The Spartan softball coaching staff
hoped the game would help promote the
Spartans softball program..
Playing a double header against the San
Francisco football team and the SJSU
alumni Sunday, the Spartans emerged victorious on both counts.
The first game against the 49er players
was a mere warm-up for the talents of
Mitzi Zenger and the Spartans. The 49ers
jumped out to a one-run lead in the top of
the first inning on a Spartan throwing
error. But by the bottom of the inning the
Spartans had evened the score at 1-1.
Even with the athletic skill of professional football players John Taylor, Eric Davis
and Roy Foster, the 49er softball team was
unable to capitalize against the sand-bagging Spartans.
The score remained even at one until

49er John Taylor slammed a triple to right
centerfield in the top of the fifth inning.
The ’Niners took advantage of second
baseman Kelly Clark’s error, scoring a second run and regaining their lead at 2-1.
The bottom half of the fifth inning was
an explosion for the Spartans. The Spartans loaded the bases and proceeded to
score four runs on a long single, a double
steal and an overthrow.
In the end the Spartans pulled off a 5-2
victory. Pitcher Zenger accumulated nine
strike-outs after calming down in the later
stages of the game.
SJSU player Vivian Villa said, "confidence is the key," and the Spartans were
confident of victory. Of the 16 Spartan
players, seven are returning seniors and
two are new to the team. Villa and Paula
Freuh are the new additions to the Spartan
softball program.
The Spartan coaching staff hoped that
the game against the 49ers would bring
some attention to the softball program.
"We wanted to get some people to come

Young scribe

out and recognize the team," Coach Debbie
Nelson said. Approximately 250 people
attended the game.
The second game of the day was against
the alumni softball team. The game against
the alumni carried a certain intensity that
the first game against the 49ers lacked.
Most of the game-playing and horseplay
from the first game quickly dissipated in
the alumni game.
"We just couldn’t lose to the alumni, it
was a pride thing," catcher Jen McMillian
said.
The current Spartans kept their pritie
intact as they eked out a 2-0 victory. The
win was capped by a solo homerun by
McMillian in the bottom of the sixth
inning.
The coaching staff agreed that the
biggest challenge of the day was to remain
focused and keep progressing as expected.
"Our major goal of the season is to be competitive everyday," Nelson said.
The Spartans open the season Wednes
day at 1 p.m. against Cal Berkeley.

’San Jose Studies’ offers a glimpse of staff and faculty talent at SJSU
BY TOR iZ Y WEBB
, Irian I

r

You may not be able to judge
a book by its cover, but perhaps
you can judge a university and
its community by its book.
"San Jose Studies," an official
publication of SJSU, was just
released in its 19th edition.
The book can be found in
college libraries across the
country and comes out three
times a year.
According to Jeff Paul, head
of SJSU’s media department
and director of the Chicano

Library, the book includes art,
essays, fiction, interviews and
poetry.
The university started to
print the publication in 1975. It
was started by then-English
Professor Arlene Okerlund.
"The publication offers our
professors a place to be published," Okerlund said. "This
was open to all professors, not
just those who had specialties.
We also wanted an important
presence in the world of scholars."
According to Okerlund, the

book was also started with the
support of the staff. She was the
publication’s first editor. Other
employees who contributed to
the book were compensated by
having to instruct one less class
during that semester.
Many universities have publicat ions such as "San Jose
Studies," but Jack Douglas,
head of library collections at
SJSU, said that "San Jose Studies" is a little different.
"It’s a journal that covers a
wide variety of topics," he said.
"Tulane has a distinguished

book, but it’s only on theater."
"San Jose Studies" focuses
on various topics in each issue.
In the past it has focused on
John Steinbeck, female poets
and cultural pluralism. The
most recent issue is "By and
About Chicanas y Chicanos:
Santa Clara to Monterey Counties."
This publication contains a
little of everything: art, essays,
fiction, interviews and poetry.
Despite the success, there
have been questions as to the
See STUDIES, Page 5
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Linda Combs plays tic-tac-toe with her son Chris, 8, while waiting
for help with her taxes Saturday in the Business Classrooms Building. Accounting students were on hand to do taxes for anyone who
dropped by between noon and 4 p.m.
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Students must be graded on
possible success, not failure
Do you remember getting a
big fat "I)" in geography in fourth
grade and thinking you’d never know
how to go to the 7-Eleven.
Now, some school districts are
adopting better grading system so
elementary school students don’t feel
like failures before they have even
reached puberty.
Narrative progress reports are
being chosen over traditional report
cards by elementary school educators
throughout California.
The exchange of traditional "A"
through "F" grades for the new
progress report is long overdue.
Students, for far too long, have had
to carry non-constructive labels
issued at the stroke of a pen by teachers who, then, avoid taking any
responsibility.
The narrative reports purpose is
assess a student’s progress in a nonjudgmental fashion.
San Jose Unified School District
currently uses the new progress
reports for all kindergarten through
fifth-grade students and is considering expanding their use to grades six
through 12.
The progress reports will force
teachers to stop and think about why
the student is unable to meet expectations rather than simply categorize
the student’s entire performance with
a single letter.

Letter grades worked fine back in
the late 1960s and early 1970s when
achievement tests were standardized,
but they’re too limited when applied
to today’s non-structured educational
reforms, where multiple-choicechoice is being replaced by openended questions.
Parents worried about comparing
their child’s work to the work of classmates are having trouble accepting
the new narrative reports. Their concerns reflect the narrow-minded
views elementary educators are trying to move away from.
Not all students process information the same way. Age is not an indication of maturity. The reports
reduce performance anxiety, allowing
the students to concentrate on the
task rather than the final outcome.
While some parents feel the new
reports are not specific enough, other
parents find them helpful in identifying areas where improvement is
needed. Once these areas are identified, parents can work with teachers
on the student’s weak areas.
Parents concerned with college
entrance requirements will soon discover that students evaluated by the
narrative report perform just as well,
if not better, than students evaluated
by the traditional methods.
With all of the social pressures to
conform and be accepted, what 10year-old needs to be labeled a failure.

Sliding fingers along my Stratocaster
CCMusic, sweet music I wish
I could caress," Jimi Hendrix sang in
"Manic Depression," a song he said
was about a guy "wishing he could
make love to music instead of the
same old everyday woman."
For some, a guitar is the next best
thing to a woman. Imagine gently
holding a St ratocaster and sliding fingers along its neck, stroking the body
or maybe even playing with the
whammy bar. Hendrix went so far as
to sleep with his guitar.
Some guys even name their guitars
after women in their lives, making
the guitar become "the other woman"
in some regards. She has a seductive
way of pulling you in and putting you
under her spell
Being new to this sort of thing,
she can make you come out looking
like you know what you’re doing.
She’ll know what you mean without even saying a word. You can just
run you’re fingers up and down her
neck and she’ll purr. She’ll even growl
for you if you want her to.
When you’re feeling blue; she’s
blue too. She makes you know you’re

Jon Solomon

Editor’s Forum
not the only one. But she’ll help those
blues cruise from your head down the
fingers and onto her strings.
If you’re happy, she’s right there by
your side giving you all the encouragement you want rewarding you
with notes of joy.
In Hendrix’s "Red House he sings
how his woman doesn’t live in the red
house anymore, "but that’s all right
I’ve still got my guitar:’ he said.
But at the end of the song, Hendrix
says, "If my baby don’t love me no
more, I know her sister will."
There’s some things a guitar just
can’t do.

rob Ap.
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Keep your paws off
.1 took the cat off of my
truck last week and set him on
the grass under the lemon tree.
As soon as he was comfortable,
he turned his head and bit a
chunk out of my hand.
Now that’s either gratitude,
or the cat has been invaded by
space beings.
I stood there and watched
him run off, and looked at my
hand. His evil little cat fangs
had sunk in deep enough to
tear an inch-long scratch along
the back of my hand, just deep
enough to make me mad.
This is the same stupid cat
that sat on my lap in the house
and could not wait to crawl in
my face and slobber all over it
like he had not seen me for an
eternity.
What kind of impaired animal instinct made this cat do
this is hard to determine.
I speculate that there must
be some sort of bizarre animal
telepathy with the dog next
door, because she is the only
animal I have ever seen that
would kill me if it were within
her power.
This dog Sandy had never
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. . . I haven’t seen
the neighbor’s dog
flying over our
houseyet, but I’m
pretty sure I saw
her in their tree. . .
My problem with girls is
one thing I can get used to, but
most animals seem to get
along with me, usually. I’ve
been kicked at and stepped on,
bit and scratched before, but

that dog is an alien
these two particular animals
seemed to enjoy it too much.
I didn’t know this canine
had the power to pass a meanness trait to my cat. The cat
learned this trait well, too - he
went straight for the bite then
bailed, and I haven’t seen him
since.
I believe I might be sounding a little conspiratorial and
paranoid, but Sandy may have
extra-terrestrial powers, and I
think it may be bringing some
of it’s pals along with it to
invade our pets’ bodies.
I haven’t seen the neighbor’s
dog flying over our house yet,
but I’m pretty sure I saw her in
their tree, with red eyes like
she had taken a bad picture.
But then, Sandy’s eyes are
always red, now that I think
about it. And she is always
snooping through our mail.
It wasn’t ten minutes after I
stopped chasing the cat
through the Eucalyptus trees
that I noticed Sandy standing
at our mailbox, thumbing
through our mail.
She took out what looked
like a Publisher’s Clearinghouse Sweepstakes Entry
Form, and then went to the

Matt Smith

Get It Right
next box. After checking every
box down the line, this dog
went and hid behind a tree
with these envelopes in her
mouth. This is all the truth.
This is potentially serious
stuffl If the entire cat and dog
population starts pulling
stunts like this, we could be in
a heap of trouble.
While secretly winning
millions, these animals could
take over the world’s economy.
Boy, would we be in big trouble then.
Just something for you to
think about.
columnist
His column appears every Tuesday

Matt Smith is a Daily staff

Jazz grooves prove there are no boundaries

fon Solomon is the Daily copy chief
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seen me before. But the first
time I tried to pet her, she
growled, barked and ran off.
It was funny the first time,
because I never had the power
to make things run just by
looking at them, unless you
include most of the girls I’ve
met.
This gets to be very irritating after a while. Girls see me
and run.

RIEGEL SPECIAL TO SPARTAN DAILY

It’s tolerance that opens
the mind.
As technological advances
spill out, reducing the distances between continental
borders, the value of tolerance
cannot be overemphasized.
We can see and experience
cultures we never knew existed. The remote becomes the
fad unusual becomes customary.The word "foreign" is
becoming moot. We are all
neighbors.
Yet, how will tolerance for
the remote succeed when
intolerance for the accessible
exists?
Tolerance must be proceeded by communication. In time,
technology will bridge our linguistic differences. But, what
of our cultural differences?
That’s where music comes
in jazz more than any other
form. Through the rhythms of
jazz, one can begin to build a
tolerance for various world
cultures.
Take Africa, for instance: It

Listening to jazz requires
is a massive continent, complex in geographical and social tolerance. Jazz doesn’t come to
design. The population ranges you you have to come to it,
from urban dwellings to Cannon told his students.
Some selections were very
ancient tribes.
Many have never set foot in easy to listen to, and some
Africa and, even those lucky were not.
Students learned to give
enough to, may never grasp
every selection a chance. The
the essence of the lifestyle.
While some may reach for selections represented music
books to cerebrate demo- from all over the world, from
graphic information in an Asia to South America.
Though not all selections
attempt to grasp the diversity
of Africa’s many cultures, oth- were fully appreciated by every
ers turn to ancient rhythms student, those that were too
that have contributed to what different were still allowed to
coexist with the other styles.
we call jazz today.
Jazz bridges all cultural
Rhythm starts within yourwalk, your boundaries.
self in your
As cultural boundaries melt
heart’s beat, your biological
clock. No two people’s away, we must give every new
cultural experience a fair
rhythms are alike.
Once a grasp of one’s own shake. What we do not underrhythm has been attained, stand, we’ve only yet to appreother rhythms can be explored ciate through tolerance.
Try listening to a jazz staand appreciated. SJSU Music
Professor Dwight Cannon has tion sometime. Open your
introduced the concept of mind even if it’s only for a
rhythm to hundreds of musi- few minutes.
Allow your body and mind
cal and non-musical students
to experience the rhythm.
alike.

Laura Kleinman

Writer’s Forum
When it comes right down
to it, the basic rhythms of different countries are similar
they were all created by living,
breathing human beings.
Who knows, maybe a general education music class you
select for reasons of convenience will end up expanding
your cultural pluralism more
than any linguistic, religion or
anthropology course.

Laura Kleinman is a
Daily staff writer
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One Washington Square, San
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The San Jose State calendar

Today
AIESEC: General Meeting, 5:306:30 p.m., BC 208, 924-3453.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: On -Campus Interview Preparation, 3:30 p.m., SU
Costanoan Rm., 924-6033.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Interview Preparation for Educators, 1:30 p.m., SU
Ununhum Rm., 924-6033.
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: The
Chemistry of Vitamin D: The
Emergence of a Steroid Hormone, Professor William Okamura; speaker, 4:30-5:30 p.m.,
DH 135, 924-2525 or 924-5000.
CREATIVE ARTS COALITION:
Happy Hour, 5-6 p.m., SU
Almaden Rm., 779-7494.
CREATIVE ARTS COALITION:
Meeting, 5 p.m.-6 p.m., SU
Almaden Rm., 441-5981.
IMPROVISED MUSIC STUDIES
DEPT.:Mariachi Music Workshop, 7-9 p.m., Music 186, 2933152.
M.E.CH.A.: Educational ForumGeneral Meeting, 6 p.m., Chicano Resource Center, 924-2707.
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION:
Information Session, 6-7 p.m.,
SU Guadalupe Rm., 924-5950.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Re-entry Support Group,
12:30-2 p.m., Administration
Bldg.; Counseling Group Room,
924-5930 or 924-5939.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Receptions, 6 p.m. -8 p.m., Art Building
and Industrial Studies, 924-4330.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Galleries art shows, 10
a.m.-4 p.m., Art Building and
Industrial Studies; Lecture: The
World is a Toaster, 5-6 p.m., Art
Building 133, 924-4330.
SCTA: General Meeting, 12:301:30 p.m., SH 331.

Wednesday
AKBAYAN CLUB: First General
Meeting,
1:30
p.m.,
SU
Guadalupe Rm., 534-1140.
ALCOHOLICS
ANONYOUS:
Weekly Meeting, 12:15 p.m.,
Campus Ministries - 10th & San
Carlos, (415) 595-2103.
FAMILIES:
AL-ANON -FOR
Friends of Alchoholics weekly
meeting, 12 - 12:50 p.m., Admin.
269, (510) 483-2084.
BETA ALPHA PSI: Pledge Social,
3 - 4 p.m., SU Almaden Rm., 2411692.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Organizing Your Job
Hunt, 12:30 p.m.; On -Campus
Interview Preparation, 5:30 p.m.,
SU Costanoan Rm. 924-6033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Exploring the Catholic
Faith, 7 p.m., Campus Christian
Center 10th & San Carlos, 2980204.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB:
First Semester Meeting, 2:45
p.m, SH 303, (510) 791-0850.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL

Novel
SCIENCES: Seminar:
mechanisms of transcriptional
contraol, RNA splicing and DNA
binding in Trypanosoma brucei,
1:30 p.m., DH 135, 924-4900.
FANTASY & STRATEGY CLUB:
Open Gaming Session, 5 p.m.,
SU Almaden Rm., 293-0783.
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
CLUB: Club meeting, 12 p.m.,
Industrial Studies Rm. 239, 9243197.
METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT:
Seminar: "The Stratospheric
Aerosol, Polar Stratospheric
Clouds, and Ozone.: 4 - 5 p.m.,
924 -5200.
MU ALPHA GAMMA - STUDENT MANGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Meeting, noon, DBH 213,
280-6734.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown
Bag Lunch for Students 25 +:
"Now is the time for next year’s
financial aid.: 12 - 1:30 p.m. and
7 - 9 p.m., SU Pacheco Rm., 9245930.
SAFER: Club Meeting, 5 p.m.,
WSQ 115, 924-5468.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Shows, 10
a.m.-4p.m., Art Building & Industrual Studies, 924-4330.
SJSU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS:
Regular Meeting, 2:30 p.m., SU
Pacheco Rm., 247-0642.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Weekly
Meeting, 7 p.m., SU Almaden
Rm., 924-8383.
SJSU WING CHUN ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 7 -9 p.m.,
Women’s Gym Patio Area, 2498573.

Thursday
B.A.S.E. (BLACK ALLIANCE OF
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS):
General Body Meeting, 6 p.m.,
Engineering Rm. 358, 292-7874.
BETA ALPHA PSI: Pledge Social,
3 - 4 p.m., SU Almaden Rm., 2411692.
CAMPUS
CRUSADE
FOR
CHRIST: "Scientific Evidence for
the Existence of God", 8 p.m.,
Music 150, 293-5897.
PLANNING
AND
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Interview Survival
for the Foreign-Born, 12:30 2:30 p.m., SU Almaden Rm.:
Careers in computer Engineering, 12:30 p.m., Engineering 189:
Co-op Orientation, 12:30 p.m.,
SU Costanoan Rm.: Advanced
Interviewing,
2
p.m.,
SU
Costanoan Rm., 924-6033.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Weekly Meeting, 5:30
p.m., SU Almaden Rm., 3701031.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Shows, 10
a.m.-4 p.m., Art Building &
Industrial Studies, 924-4330.
SILICON VALLEY FRACTAL
INTEREST GROUP, DEPT. OF
PHYSICS: Seminar: Chaotic
Dynamics of Pattern Recognition in a Biological Neural Network, 7:30 p.m., Science 164,
924-5210.

Spartmluide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff t trgan Wit ions for free. Deadline is 5 p.m , two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Daily, Dlil I
209. limited space may force reducing the number of entries.
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Justice Marshall remembered for humor
PHOENIX (AP) - Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor remembered Thurgood Marshall fondly at a commemorative
service at the First Institutional
Baptist Church.
Marshall, the first black
Supreme Court justice and the
lawyer who successfully argued
the 1954 Brown vs. Board of Edu-

cation ca.se that ended school segregation, died of heart failure on
Jan. 24,1993.
"His credo was to always do
the best he could with what he
had," she said.
"He saw the world exactly as it
is, but pushed on to make it what
it could become," O’Connor said
Sunday.
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Teachers strike could stir emotions in Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Nearly forgotten amid the apprehension over two racially charged trials is the prospect of a strike next
week by 28,000 teachers in the
nation’s second-largest public
school system.
The teachers union worries
that a walkout Feb. 23 would put
pickets and thousands of students
on city streets at a time when tensions are running high.
"It has us frightened to death,"
said Catherine Carey, a spokeswoman for the United TeachersLos Angeles union.
"We don’t want our people
hurt, we don’t want anybody hurt
... especially the kids. That would
be tragic. That’s why we hope an
agreement can be reached in the
next week," she said.
If mediation efforts fail, the
teacher walkout is scheduled to
begin during the federal civil
rights trial of four white police
officers accused of beating black
motorist Rodney King. That trial
is now in the jury selection stage.
And it would start shortly
before the state criminal trial of
three black men charged with
beating white trucker Reginald
Denny during last year’s riots.
The rioting, sparked by the
acquittals of the four officers in

state court, left more than 50 people dead and caused nearly $1 billion in property damage.
Police Capt. Dan Schatz said
he agreed that a strike could make
a tense situation worse. "The tensions in schools mirror those in
the community," he said. "For
that reason, we are taking all precautions."
School board member Mark
Slavkin said if the union wants to
prevent trouble, it should abandon plans to walk out.
"There’s no way you can have a
strike that will not do great damage to this city, period," Slavkin
said.
The union has called the strike
to protest a cumulative 12 percent
pay cut the school board imposed
last fall to bridge an estimated
$400 million deficit in the district’s $3.9 billion budget.
School officials say cuts in state
funding exacerbated by California’s recession left the district no
choice but to cut wages for all
employees, not just teachers.
"The feeling out there is the
teachers are the only ones taking
cuts," said schools spokeswoman
Diana Munatones. "That’s not the
case. All employees are taking
cuts. It’s an economic hit for
everyone:’

Union President Helen Bernstein says there’s more at stake
than just money. She contends the
rapidly growing and ethnically
diverse district is top-heavy with
administrators and should give
teachers more decision -making
authority on such things as curriculum and budgeting.
"This district’s priorities are
upside down:’ Ms. Bernstein said.
"Teachers are the ones molding
our children’s future, not administrators."
The district has an enrollment
of more than 641,000 - slightly
more than the population of
North Dakota. New York City has
the nation’s largest district.
Teachers and district officials
want to avoid a replay of a bitter
1989 teachers walkout, which pitted teachers against administrators and at some schools teacher
against teacher.
"It was terrible ... some people,
depending on where they worked,
suffered deep wounds that still
haven’t healed," Ms. Munatones
said.
The strike lasted nine days and
ended when an agreement was
reached giving teachers 8 percent
raises in each of the three years of
the contract.
In the current dispute, the two

sides have called on state Assembly Speaker Willie Brown to act as
a mediator. They met with him
Saturday and again Monday.
"I’ve got to tell you that 1 am
more optimistic now than I have
ever been," Brown told the Los
Angeles Times after Saturday’s
meeting. "I think it went very
well.... It was not tense at all. As a
matter of fact, it was as friendly as
two adversaries can be."
To head off strike -related trouble, police have plans to put up to
1,000 additional patrol officers on
duty when the walkout begins
and open an emergency operations control center at City Hall.
Officers held training sessions
Thursday and Friday for union
picket captains who are responsible for keeping strike demonstrations orderly,.
Diana Cotter, who receives
$51,000 a year to teach a combined first- and second -grade
class at Loreto Street Elementary,
said the dispute has taken a toll.
"My teaching has suffered terribly," she said. "It’s not something that one deliberately sets
out to do. Nobody sets out to
cheat kids. But when you’re this
upset and depressed and worrying about your finances, it’s
inevitable."

Lenny Kravitz escapes to new life in Bahamas

Union support for Clinton likely
BAL HARBOUR, Fla. (AP)
Organized labor’s top official
said today unions would support President Clinton’s economic proposal, but he left
open the possibility that some
of the proposed tax increases
would meet with objections.
"I expect we will be by and
large supportive," said Lane
Kirkland, president of the
AFL-C10, whose executive
council was holding its annual
winter meeting here.
Asked specifically whether
labor would support an energy tax as part of Clinton’s prescription for reducing the
deficit, Kirkland said unions
favored the general concept of
raising taxes, but he avoided
commenting on an energy tax.
"We expect to be broadly
supportive of the economic
policy program, as we comprehend its general thrust and
outlines," Kirkland said, cautioning that Clinton had not
yet announced the whole program.
"We know that there has to
be, as well as restraint on
spending, there has to be revenue coming in," he said. "Our
members are prepared to pay
their fair share."
Kirkland and other labor
leaders opened their meeting
in an atmosphere of hope that
the end of Republican rule in
the White House will revive
the labor movement.
"It’s a change for us even to
be consulted by the president,
after the last 12 years," said

Lenore Miller, president of the
Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union.
The return of a Democrat
to the Oval Office does not
mean the leaders of organized
labor will suddenly see all
their wishes granted, but it
certainly has raised their
hopes a notch.
"This is a breath of fresh
air," said George J. Kourpias,
president of the International
Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers.
"We’re going to have our
disagreements" with the Clinton administration, Kourpias
said in an interview before the
Bal Harbour meeting began.
"But we had disagreements
before. At least now we know
somebody is going to be listening."
Union leaders said they are
hopeful President Clinton will
do more than just listen.
"We want somebody who is
going to have sympathy for
our concerns. I think we have
that
here," said Albert
Shanker, president of the
of
Federation
American
Teachers.
Labor unions figure they
need some sympathy after the
Reagan and Bush years. The
Republican administrations
generally sided with those
who argued that unions had
too much power in the workplace and that the federal government should try to reduce
unions’ ability to limit hiring
to union members.

NEW YORK (AP) - Singersongwriter Lenny Kravitz, exhusband of former "Cosby" kid
Lisa Bonet, is enjoying bachelor
life on an island in the Bahamas,
where he is building a home and
recording studio.
The dreadlocked guitar player
says he prefers music to sex.
"Maybe I just don’t care that
much about sex:’ Kravitz says in
the March issue of Details magazine. "It’s great, but I believe
music’s better."
Kravitz, whose biggest hit was
"It Ain’t Over Til It’s Over," has
just finished his third album.
Kravitz says he has fallen in
love with the Bahamian island of
Eleuthera.

"It’s safe here," he says. "It’s a
very easy place to live. It doesn’t
matter what color you are or what
you do, whether you’ve got
money or vou don’t. You’re basically judged here by whether
you’re cool or not."

GREEKS & CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat,
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in lust one hour and
your group can ralse $1,000
jus a
lays’
Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
othgation

No casi

1-800-932-0528, ext. 651--

RESERVE OFFICERS’ TRAINING

CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Army ROTC classes provIde the leaderskup
skills sought by top employers. Register this term
for an Army ROTC elective.
Find out more. Contact Captain Sue Ruciat,
MacQuarrie Hall. Room 308, 924-2922.
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ARMY ROTC

Pregnancy may invalidate living will
(AP) - Plan all you want. The
soul searching and sense that
goes into a living will is all for
nought in most states if a woman
is pregnant when it is needed.
Only Arizona and New Jersey
ask women to indicate in their
living wills what medical treatment they would want should
they become hopelessly comatose
or be declared brain -dead while
they are pregnant.
In 23 states, a woman’s request
not to be kept on life-support is
invalidated if she’s pregnant, no
matter the stage of her pregnancy.
Nancy Klein didn’t have a living will when a car accident in
1988 left her comatose while she
was pregnant. She agrees with her
husband’s decision to get her an
abortion because doctors said it
would improve her chances of
recovering.
"I don’t think a woman should
be forced to be an incubator," she
said over the weekend from her
home in Florida.
All 50 states and the District of
Columbia have laws allowing
advance directives on medical
care. They provide either for a liv-

ing will, which indic.ates a choice
for life -sustaining health care
should a person become unable
to make such decisions, or
through medical proxy, which
names someone to make a choice.
A survey by the Center for
Women Policy Studies found 12
of those don’t address pregnancy,
making it likely courts would
decide the matter.
’Twenty-three states automatically invalidate a woman’s living
will at any stage of pregnancy, it
said.
Four other states invalidate
advance directives if the fetus is
viable, generally considered
the
second
sometime
in
trimester, while 10 states won’t
allow removal of life-support if it
is probable that the fetus could
develop to the point of live birth.
Live births from comatose
women are rare.
Dr. Robert White, director of
neurosurgery at MetroHealth
Nledical Center in Cleveland, said
that in most cases, a woman miscarries when she is severely
injured. In many cases, she recovers before the baby is born.

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Evans
Front page I
said that access is directly related
to the fee issue, and that aid must
not be denied to students with
financial need. In 1992, only 25
percent of California students
who qualified for Cal grants
received their financial aid.
"Approximately one-third of our
student body relies on some form
of financial aid," Evans said.
"This is a particularly interesting problem; it’s one that needs to
be changed," Evans said.
Evans fields quastionf
Questions about faculty and
staff dominated most of the meeting, including the compensation
package for teachers.
"This university is being raided." Evans said.
Evans said some faculty and
students are finding better opportunities elsewhere; it is hard to
keep these staff members due to
the higher cost of living. Students

I LY
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are transferring to private schools
in order to graduate within a reasonable time period, he said.
The College of Social Work
needs to find a permanent dean.
Simon Dominguez serves as
interim dean. Arlene Okerlund,
the academic vice president, is
planning a search for a new dean.
A decision won’t be made for several weeks.
Evans promised that he wasn’t
anticipating any lay-offs of
tenure-track faculty, but is uncertain if part-time teachers have job
security. Evans also said no program decisions will be made on a
single year’s budget. lie considers
this to be a long-term issue.
Evans also promised that no
degree programs will be cut..
"But now, we no longer have
the luxury of cutting across the
board. We have a major planning
decision ahead of us," he said.
This planning has to do with
the California Business Higher
Education Forum (CBHE), of
which Evans is one of the three
presidents.
Evans participated in the
forum last week as a discussion of

public and private education Department pays a much higher
issues. Evans mentioned the portion of its expenses than other
CBHE meeting mirrored yester- programs, and athletics will be
day’s town meeting in terms of treated with the respect and
addressing important issues such process other programs enjoy.
The search to replace Spartan
as faculty and the cost of educafootball coach Ron Rimer is
tion.
Issues such as collaboration underway. Turner has accepted a
between industry, education and position with the NFL as an assisgovernment to resolve problems tant coach for the Chicago Bears.
Other topics included Evans’
of education are important in the
restructuring of Silicon Valley, optimism on getting Fort Ord for
Evans said. "The Silicon Valley the CSU’s next campus.
Evans said the Human RelaJoint Venture is now finalizing it
recommendations to chart this tions Advisory Board will conduct surveys of campus attitudes.
valley’s future," he said.
"This future of a shared vision Faculty and staff will receive the
for the 2Ist century is the product surveys through the mail and 50
of the Strategic Planning Task classes will be randomly selected
Force. The framework of our to complete the survey.
Evans also pointed out that in
goals of programs, curriculum,
spending and building decisions 1992, the general fund was
should be completed by semes- increased by raising $4.6 million
ter’s end. We must reward and from alumni, parents, corporaenhance our centers of excellence, tions and other foundations. Alan
including a well-educated work Simpkins and his wife donated $1
million for a new field house at
force," Evans said.
South Campus.
Forum covers athletks
Another $1 million donation
was given by Alfred Gordoy for
Athletics was a concern in the benefit of foreign-language
Evans’ talk. He said the Athletic students.
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Search

sor from SJSU who was vocal
in his disapproval of Munitz’s
appointment of Evans last
semester, said it is a dead issue
considering the decision has
already been made.
"It’s sort of after the fact:’
Villa said. "It violated the
process of the faculty advising
on the process. But they (the
campus faculty) didn’t say anything at the time, so to hell
with them."
Elliott said if SISU was given
the chance, a proper presidential search could be conducted.
"I think the campus is perfectly capable to do a thorough
search:’ he said. "But that isn’t
(Munitz’s) position."

From page I
the public forum here (last
semester) were that it wasn’t a
good time to be recruiting
given the budget picture
Elliott said.
Bentley-Adler denied that
the failed first search was the
reason for Evans’ selection.
"Frankly, the chancellor and
the board are happy with Handel:’ she said.
Elliott said he didn’t disapprove of the job Evans was
doing, but feared a precedent
being set in the selection
process.
"It wasn’t Handel Evans:’ he
said. "It was the way it was
done. There wasn’t any opportunity for valid campus input!’
Bentley-Adler said Munitz
has the authority to choose to
have an interim president take
on the full-time position.
Jose Villa, a retired profes-

Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Les Afahler contributed to this
report.
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4. Rock N’ Tao
5. Acc-U-Tune
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RUSH HOUR
SHOWS
NOW AT THE CAMERA
CINEMAS
Feb. 19

The Best of Broadway

8 p.m.
San Jose Symphony performs the greatest hits of Broadway. featuring highlights from
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s i’hantran qf the Opera. &ha and Cats. Show your student II) to
receive a 20% discount on tickets at the Symphony Box Office, 99 Almaden Blvd.
San Jose Stine Events (’enter Seventh and San Carlos Streets; 998-BASS or 288-2828.

The Camera One and Camera 3 Cinemas
in downtown San Jose have added an
earlier show Monday-Friday so you can
catch a movie after class instead of rushing
home and sitting in traffic. So unwind
with a tub of popcorn and a great film every
weekday at 5:00ish!
ALL SEATS ONLY $3.50
Validated parking next to Camera 3
CAMERA ONE
366 S. First St

Feb. 17

294-3800

Women In Jazz

CAMERA 3
S. 2nd

E. San Carlos

998-3300

5 - 8 p.m.
A.

C’ome to the San Jose Museum of Art’s weekly concert series for an evening of music and
art. This week, jazz vocalist Susan Cho, backed by the Gordon Stevens Trio, continues
February’s "Women in Jazz" program. San Jose Museum of Art, 110 S. Market St ; Free
jar museum members / $5 fin. non-members; 294-2787.

1 Haircut
at Shampoo
Free

Through
February 20

2 For 1
Acrylic Nails
Plain Facials

All She Cares About Is
7’lle Yankees

City Lights Theatre Company presents the premier of this clever,
one-woman comedy by playwright John Ford Noonan about the
Yankees most devoted fan. City Lights Theatre. 529 S. Second St.:
$8 - $18; 295-4200.

Plain Manicures

Nail Tips
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Hair Cdoring
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L icensing Prepare tion Advanced
Courses AvailableFully Approved for
Placement AssistanceClasses Forming
Regularly Student Work Only
No Stodent Request
Clffer Good With Stildrilt II) ( tidy

Call the San Jose Downtown Association’s 24-hour FYI line for
upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 483. For a free pocket-size
Downtown Directory, call 279-1775.
Co.oronsorert by the City of San Jose

A

and the Sart Jose Redevelopment Agency

Accredited by NACCAS
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ASSOCIATION
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Studies: Articles meet high standards

San lost, State Untversity
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Michigan doctor helps 13th person commit suicide

hrarn page I

"scattergun approach," said Douglas. The panel that decides the
content is considering focusing
on one topic as do other major
universities.
Douglas said each article submitted is inspected by a panel
before it is published. The panel
has individuals who are considered experts in their fields. An
article on business would be
given to a business professor on
the staff.
Everyone has a fair chance to

have something published in the
book, Douglas said.
"If the work submitted does
not reach the panel’s standard, it
will be returned and the exact
reason for rejection will be given.
lt isn’t a big deal if the person is a
big name he said.
While San Jose Studies is distributed to other schools, all of its
contributors are not from SJSU.
But they do try to keep the contributors to a certain region, said
Douglas.
"This is not a mouthpiece to

San Jose State because it is not all
SJSU students," Douglas said.
Regardless, Roberto Haro, one
of the guest editors of the last
publication, said he was honored
when asked to be an editor and
felt the book has done the job of
displaying culture at SJSU and its
community.
San Jose Studies is sponsored
by SJSU and receives grants from
the academic vice president. The
book can be purchased or
checked out at
university
libraries.

Fire in Canadian museum destroys vintage airplanes
HAMILTON, Ontario (AP)
Five vintage warplanes were
destroyed Monday when a fire at
an aircraft museum collapsed the
hangar where they were stored.
The cause of the fire at the
Canadian Warplane Heritage
Museum, about 40 miles southwest of Toronto, wasn’t immedi-

ately known, authorities said.
Ray Pacey, a museum employee, said it didn’t have a sprinkler
system.
Among planes destoryed in
the fire were a a Spitfire and a
Hurricane, fighter planes that
held off German raids during the
Battle of Britain in World War II.

The museum, housed in
hangars built for British air training at the start of World War II,
underwent a $400,000 renovation
in 1990.
A four-engine Lancaster heavy
bomber, believed to be one of two
in the world still flying, was saved
from the fire.

’

he to% the

ROSEVILLE, Mich. (AP)
Dr. Jack
Kevorkian helped a 70-year-old invalid kill himself Monday by inhaling carbon monoxide He
was Kevorkian’s 13th assisted suicide.
Hugh Gale, a former security guard, had been
disabled more than 10 years with emphysema
and congestive heart disease.
"He wa.s in terrible pain," said Michael
Schwartz, one of Kevorkian’s attorneys. "He was
on oxygen 100 percent of the time could not
walk, could not go out of the house."
Gale’s wife, Cheryl, and Kevorkian were at
Gale’s suburban Detroit home when he died,
Schwartz said. Mrs. Gale did not speak to
reporters.
Linda Vaughn Davis, an assistant county
prosecutor at the scene, said she didn’t know
what legal action, if any, would be taken.
There was no answer Monday at the prosecutor’s office, which was closed for the Presidents
Day holiday.
Gale was the fifth person Kevorkian has
helped commit suicide since Dec. 15, when Gov.
John Engler signed legislation that will ban
assisted suicide in Michigan beginning March
30.
"The Legislature has made these people more

panic-stricken and a lot of them feel that if they
don’t do something quickly they’re going to be
forced into some terrible agony and pain,"
Schwartz said.
Kevorkian, a retired pathologist, last assisted
a suicide on Feb. 8, when he helped a 47-year-old
woman with multiple sclerosis kill herself.
The new state law will make assisting a suicide
a felony punishable by four years in prison. It
was passed after murder charges against
Kevorkian were dropped because the state had
no law against assisted suicide.
Kevorkian, who has said he will defy the law,
couldn’t be reached for comment Monday. No
one answered the telephone at his home.
"I knew he was sick and I knew that he’s never
been out of the house," said neighbor Cheryl
Kennedy. "I saw Jack Kevorkian leave the house
Thursday night and I told everybody and they
thought I was nuts."
Gale had five sons, ranging in age from 34 to
52, Schwartz said. They weren’t at the house
when he died, and the attorney said he didn’t
know if they knew of their father’s death.
Kevorkian’s medical license was suspended in
Michigan in November 1991. He remains
licensed in California.
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Jim Butler
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Jim Tramel
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WHILE -YOU -WAIT.
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY!

S.J. Sharkie
Troll Master
The Boze Bros.
Dad

Spartan Daily and Swanky Diamond Productions, 1993.
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an In store ATM for your eafety
and convenience. Use our new
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Spartans suffer dose loss,
this time to New Modco
SISUplays well butfalls shortfor second straigiit game
BY HECTOR FLORES
Varian

Daly Statt Writer

There was no moral victory to
be found in the Spartans’ tight
loss to first place New Mexico
State .
The vastly improved Spartans
(6-13, 3-8), coming off their
heartbreaking loss to UNLV, suffered their second straight home
defeat to the Aggies 60-55 on Saturday.
According to San Jose State
Head Coach Stan Morrison, the
Spartans have progressed to a
point where they can no longer
take solace in playing good teams
close.
"I’ve said from day one that we
have really improved, the question is, have we improved
enough?" Morrison said. "It
hasn’t been enough the last two
nights. I hope this coming week
that it is enough."
The superior rebounding of
the Aggies (18-5, 10-2), led by
senior forward Tracey Ware,
proved to be the difference in the
game as they outboarded the
Spartans 48-26.
"There was a period of time
where I thought they sort of
pitched camp down there
because we couldn’t get the ball
out of that end of the court,"
Morrison said.
with
16
Ware finished
rebounds and 12 points, second

JENNIFER FEURTADO
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NOW Mexico’s Sam Crawford tries a finger tip layin as Javier Zavala and Andrew Gardiner try to block
his shot. The first place Aggies held on to defeat the Spartans 60-55.

Tyson may get trial

WOMEN’S H !STORY WEEK
MARCH 9 & 10, 1993
0.1.11i.11
44- womi.N niffoRmERsI ta :ice, I )rarna, Comedv
Performance arts, or IN hatever
it is you Li()
II interested, please contact ate
1Vomen’s Resource Center at 924-6500
or omit. k the center in the Admin. Bldg
room 217 by Feb. 19.

Free Testing
Wf 1AT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
YOUR GENETIC MAKEUP?

*

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
The judge in the trial of the
Mike Tyson’s rape case made
several technical mistakes and
the former heavyweight champion should get a new trial, his
lawyer argued yesterday.
Defense lawyer Alan Dershowitz told the Indiana Court
of Appeals today that jurors in
the case should have been
allowed to hear a tape recording
of a telephone call that Desiree
Washington made to report the
assault.
Testimony from three witnesses the defense claims can
contradict part of Washington’s
testimony should also have been
allowed, Dershowitz argued.
The appeals court, which
could order a new trial or let
Tyson’s conviction and 6-year
sentence stand, did not say when
it would have a decision.

DISEASE

15

NON CARRIER

TAY-SACHS FACTS:
TAY SACHS DISEASE IS AN INHERITED,
FATAL DISORDER OF INFANCY
A CHILD WITH THE DISEASE CAN BE
BORN TO HEAI THY PARENTS WHO ARE
CARRIERS 01 THE TAY-SACHS GENE
A SIMPLE CARRIER DETECTION BLOOD
TEST IS AVAILABLE

Testing available at San Jose State University
Wednesday. Feb 17
9:00 - I :00 PM, Student Union, Guadalupe Room.
5:00 7.00 PM, foe West Hall
Thursday. Feb. 18
9:00 - 1:00 PM, Student Union,
Guadalupe Room

Spartans lose two-in-a-rowforfirst time this season
11;firtiarMryl tFatif
The Spartan baseball team
dropped two out of three games
at Municipal Stadium against San
Diego State, dropping their
record to 4-3.
The series opened on a good
note as the Spartans won game
one 5-3 on Friday.
Starting pitcher Dave Sick
picked up his second win in as
many starts by pitching six strong
innings, allowing only two earned
runs on six hits and striking out
four.
Mike Rausch worked a scoreless inning-and-a-third to pick up
his first save of the season.
The Spartans were led offensively by third-baseman Gerad
Cawhorn, who went 1 -for-2 with
a run scored and two RBI’s,
including a homer, to pace San
Jose State in their opening victory.

For num. Information, contact OSC.IT Battle at 924-61 1 7

Come to the Pride of Texas...
SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics, a leading semiconductor manufacturer. has immediate needs for:

Design Engineers - SRAM
Requires a BSEE in Engineering with knowledge of DIGITAL and
SRAM design, design tools for logic/analog simulation, schematic
capture layout and design verification. A strong semiconductor orientation is also required.
We offer an excellent compensation and benefits package. For
immediate consideration, qualified candidates please FAX your
resume to. (214) 466-7196 or send your resume to:
SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics
Attn: Technical Recruiter
M.S. 776, Dept. COL
1310 Electronics Drive
Carrollton, TX 75006
No phone calls please.

Ey71,91111%"194
Ecimpi

scored nine points with three
assists and no turnovers.
SJSU answered anyone who
might have thought they were
Hat, after Thursday night’s 80-74
loss to UNLV, by erasing an I I point deficit in the first half to go
into halftime down 22-20.
According to Morrison, a let
down by the Spartans would have
been disappointing.
"If that is in fact what happened, then we’re not as good as I
thought we were, because I
thought we were made of better
stuff than that," Morrison said.
Any let down may have been
in fan attendance as Saturday
night’s crowd was significantly
lower than the 4,500 plus sell-out
for UNLV on Thursday.
"They know the history of Las
Vegas and their success and they
responded to that:’ Morrison
said.
"We would like for our community to come and see us play.
They missed an outstanding basketball team tonight in New Mexico State. Hopefully, over time
that will change, and they will
really be over here to see us."
The Spartans prepare to make
their run for a Big West Tournament bid as they head to NevadaReno on Thursday and Utah State
on Saturday. SJSU’s next home
game will be Thursday Feb. 25
against Ut: Irvine at 7:30 pm.

SJSU baseball loses two straight
drops series to San Diego State

80 TM PARENTS CARRIERS

4’ 4

only to teammate Sam Crawford,
who finished with 17 points to
lead all scorers.
"Tracey Ware is a monster, I’m
so impressed at how hard he
plays and how effective he is as a
board man," Morrison said.
The Spartans never led, but
managed to stay close enough to
make a run at the end, only to fall
short.
SJSU found themselves down
by 10 with 10:17 remaining in the
game when Aggies guard Marc
Thompson laid in two points
after stealing the ball from guard
Les Shepherd.
But the Spartans fought back
as they went on a 10-1 run, led by
freshman
forward
Darren
Greene, to pull to within one at
38-37. Greene had all six of his
points come during that run,
including an electrifying slam
that brought the 2,550 fans to
their feet.
The Aggies, however, never
relinquished the lead as they continued their dominance on the
boards to take a two-point lead
into the final minute.
The Spartans were then forced
to foul and send the Aggies to the
line, but New Mexico hit five out
of six free throws in the final 24
seconds to preserve their five point victory.
A strong performance was put
in by guard Javier Zavala, who

Oppoelto,ly Employer

In game two, the Spartans lost
a low scoring pitcher’s duel to the
Aztecs 2-1.
San Diego State left-hander
Richie Juarez pitched a complete
game, giving up just one run on
seven hits, and Heath Hayes hit a
two-run homer to pace the
Aztecs’ victory.
Hayes’ homer came off Spartan loser Joey Chavez, who
pitched a complete game also,
with SDSU first-baseman Jason
Ledford aboard in the top of the
fourth inning.
According to Spartan Coach
Sam Piraro, that kind of a game is
rare at this point in the season.
"Both pitchers went the distance, which at this time is
unusual. It was a pitchers duel
and both teams played great
defense," Pi raro said.
Game three didn’t fare much
better for the Spartans, as they
lost a game of pitcher-batter
match-ups 7-2.

There were 11 pitchers used
between both teams, as Russell
Cusimano pitched two-and -twothirds innings to pick up the win
for SDSU. Spartan right-hander
Jeff Garrett pitched three and two
thirds innings to pick up his second loss of the season.
The Spartans were led by
catcher Willie Moore’s third
inning solo home run that got
SJSU to within one run at 2-1.
The Aztecs, however, continued their offensive barrage as
they were led by left-fielder Greg
Quam, who went 2-for-4 with
three runs sLored and one RBI.
The Aztecs got seven runs on
13 hits with no errors, while the
Spartans got two runs on six hits
with three errors.
"You always have five or six key
match -ups that will develop over
the course of a game, and they
won every match -up that had to
he won:’ Piraro said.

Is there a sport you want
covered?
Call Sports Editor Erik Hove at
924-3280
TUTORS NEEDED
For Elementary and High School Students
$8 Per session (45 minutes)
Flexible Hours
Programs and materials provided
Immectiate Openings
Must provide own transportation

Princeton Home Tutoring... 978-7574

World Events
Washington
Watch
Many employers fall
to file tarfor=
for their employers
WASHINGTON (AP) - Thousands of people work for cash washing dishes, harvesting vegetables, cleaning homes and office
buildings. But when they retire
from the nation’s underground
economy, there may be no monthly
Social Security check to protect
them from poverty.
It’s not clear how many employers fail to pay Social Security taxes
for their workers, although the
issue is the subject of an Internal
Revenue Service study. But there
are signs it is a sizeable number.
The IRS estimated in 1991 that
only one-fourth of an estimated 2
million household employers filed
the tax forms for their workers.
And a Social Security Administration official told congressional
investigators that 1989 data showed
farm employers were at least three
times as likely as other employers
to fail to report or to under-report
their workers’ earnings.
Experts say thousands of workers could wind up in poverty when
they retire because their employers
failed to report some - or any of their earnings to the government. Social Security retirement
benefits are based on a worker’s
lifetime, reported earnings.
Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown and Zoe Baird, President
Clinton’s first nominee for attorney
general, called attention to the situation when they acknowledged
they had not paid Social Security
taxes for their domestic help.

0 Rafsanjani says
nudear power plant
will be completed
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iranian
President Hashemi Rafsanjani said a
nuclear power plant in southern Iran
abandoned after the 1979 revolution by a
German firm will be completed, staterun Iranian radio reported Monday.
Rafsanjani inspected the site of the
Bushehr nuclear power plant on Sunday.
He said Tehran remains determined to
put the facility into operation with or
without German help, according to the
radio, monitored by the British Broadcasting Corp.
Germany’s Kraftwerke Union, a subsidiary of Siemens, began building the
facility in 1975.
The project was abandoned after the
Islamic revolution. It was about 80 percent completed but Iraqi warplanesbombed it during the Iran-Iraq war.
Tehran radio reported last year that
Iran had opened discussions with China
on building nuclear power stations.
Exiled Iranians claim the Bushehr
facility is part of a program to develop
nuclear weap9ns.

0 Children overworked
as carpet weavers
march into capital
NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Dwarfed
by their protest placards, 50 children
who worked as virtual slaves weaving
carpets marched into the capital Monday
after a two-week trek to dramatize the
dismal conditions of child labor.
The children, all under 14 years old,
were rescued from their looms in raids
by social groups campaigning for international boycotts of Indian products
produced by bonded child labor.

Classi ed
The SPAFtTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. Tbe
class/fled whams of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION 2ND BA STUDENTS Looking to get together in face of
dramatic fee increases for Fall 93.
Rich 408/2694120.
ARE YOU A HOMELESS Student?
Are you, or is anyone you know,
overcoming tremendous odds in
pursuit of an education? I am an
SJSU senbr researching this topic.
Please call 924-8119 & leave
message. You may remain anonymous. This is important to me.
HAVE GARAGE. NEED CLEANING.
Will trade. Near SJSU. Call for
details. 2937379.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20,
Morris Daily Auditorium, 8 pm, the
GREEK STRINGS ENSEMBLE
play Rebetic (jazz/blues) music of
Greek composers, Theodorakis,
Tsitanis, Markos and Mitsakis.
Dancers present traditional dances
of Rebetic era. Tickets Dcor $12.
adults, $7. seniors, students, kids.
Advance: $8. & $5. To order send
check made out to H.T.A.I. to
Hellenic Traditional Arts Instutute,
476 Park Ave. Ste. 248, San Jose,
95110. Include stamped selfaddressed envelope.
Call
408/2599789 or 2891284.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
Canmunity Fnend, providng social
support to adults Irving with mental
illness. We train. 4408/436,0606.

Tuesday,

February 16, 1993

7

Child advocates claim many child
carpet makers are not fed properly, seldom paid and often beaten if they make
mistakes while weaving.
In two weeks, the 50 children and
social workers accompanying them covered 1,240 miles and visited 150 villages
in the poor northern Indian states of
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, where the
practice is rampant.
The children sang, acted in street
plays and spoke to adults and children
about how they were abducted or sold
into servitude by impoverished parents.
T.S. Chadhdha, secretary of the government’s Carpet Export Promotion
Council, said the campaign has "shaken
us and we are aware of the problem."

@ Farmers protest
against pressures
to open rice markets
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - More
than 10,000 farmers denounced the United States at a rally Monday to protest pressures in world trade talks for South Korea
to open its market to rice imports.
Some farmers burned an American flag
and others chanted "Let’s drive out Yankees trying to open the rice marlcet!"
Prime Minister Hyun Soong-jong
pledged to lawmakers Monday that the
government would not bow to the international pressure.
"There is no change in the government
policy of blocking the access of foreign rice
to the Korean market under any circumstances," Hyun said in testimony at the
National Assembly.
The United States and other major agricultural exporters are pressing South
Korea to import rice as part of talks aimed
at eliminating barriers to world trade in
industrial goods, farm products and services.
South Korea, like Japan, protects its
farmers from competition by cheaper foreign rice. South Korean rice costs five to

six times more than the world market
price and is the major source of income
for Korean farmers, who make up about
15 percent of the nation’s 42 million people.

0 Oil spill means
unemployment
for fishermen
SUMBURGH, Shetland Islands (AP) For Neil Smith, the world’s I 2th largest oil
tanker spill means he is puttering around
the house when ordinarily he would be
angling for shark off Sumburgh Head.
Five weeks ago, the Liberian-registered
tanker Braer ran aground on the rocicy
shore of the Bay of Quendale, dumping
24.6 million gallons of oil into the sea,
killing at least 1,500 birds and tainting millions of fish.
The government has banned fishing
and harvests of salmon reared on 16 farms
within 500 square miles around southern
Mainland island, the largest in the Shetland archipelago.
Most whitefish caught within the zone
still show elevated levels of hydrocarbons,
and shellfish are "tainted and contaminated," the Scottish Office reported last Thursday.

Michal Kovac
elected as Slovakia’s
first president
BRATISLAVA, Slovakia (AP) - Parliament elected Michal Kovac, a former
banker, as Slovalcia’s first president on
Monday, breaking a deadlock that had
threatened to destabilize the newly independent country.
Kovac was the last speaker of Czechoslovakia’s federal parliament before the
country split peacefully into Czech and
Slovak states on Jan. 1.
Parliament had failed in two tries last
month to choose a head of state when
none of four candidates won the necessary three-fifths majority.
Kovac, the only candidate in Monday’s
vote, won 106 votes in the 150-member
parliament.
Kovac, 62, said his election was an "an
important signal" of Slovak unity. "We
have to increase the credibility of Slovakia in the world," said the president-elect,
who will be sworn in on March 3 for a
five-year term.
Kovac was the nominee of Premier
Vladimir Medal’s governing Movement
for a Democratic Slovakia, a party Kovac
helped found.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
J14.it v:

SECURED PARKING 1 BUL. SJSU. ORIENTATION LEADERS now
Rates $50./rno. $150./sem. Pay being recruited for Summer 1993
in adv. $50. Genie dep. 297-4705. Orientation Programs on campus.
SALARY. Applications available in
EARN MONEY
Student Activities and Services.
Promote was organization
Deadline: February 22. Questions?
selling prnted sweatshirts,
Call 924-5950.
T-shirts, hats, visas, mugs,
decals, bumper stickers, etc.,
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
with your design or logo!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-8004364365 ext. P-3310.
Please caU to see just how
low these prices can be!
Brainstorm Graphics 4966343. $ IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS 3.
Need people who are self-motivated, energetic & people oriented.
AUTOMOTIVE
Flex hrs. F.T. & P.T. Eam $300.CHEAP! FBI / US. SEIZED
$2,500. a mo. You will make $.
F39 Mercedes
$200. We train. Fastest growing co.
86 VW
$50. around. Call for appt 2247869.
87 Menasha
$100.
65 Mustang
$50. SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS.
Choose from thousands start $50. Most positions filled by Feb. Gain
valuable experience managing 68
FREE Informatbn.
24 Hour Hotline.801-3792929
employees, customers & suppliers.
Copyright if CA057510.
Avg. eamings $6 16,000... Can
University Painting Pros, for
AUTO INSURANCE
info./appl., cal1143005255877.
Campus Insurance Senrice
Special Student Programs
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
Serving SJSU for 20 years
The Job Fnder fa High Tech Silicon
Valley lists valuable iNormation on
"Great Rates for Gocd Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Gocd Drivers" 700+ companies in the Silicon
Valley to help you find jobs that
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
suit your skill set. It allows you
"Good Student"
"Family Multi-car"
to act smart in your job search.
Available at Spartan Bockstore.
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE QUOTE
**SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS*
NO HASSLE- NO OBUGATION
Medical / Dental Benefits
Also open Satadays 9-2.
Sick / Vacation Pay
Employee Referral Bonus.
Now hing three parttime students
ELECTRONICS
to wont Tuesdays and Thursdays in
before & after school age childcare
PORTABLE Sharp PC SW, cables. programs. Other full and part time
add" monitor, pnnter w/stand, car- positions also available n both
rying case, manuals included for before & after school age childcare
$580.00. Holly:408/8651323.
programs and preschool programs.
Positions great for both female and
male students. Substitute teaching
FOR SALE
positions available for students
needing flexible hours or days off
YAKIM & UWEZO
for studying With 24 locations, we
Afrcan fabric, prrits, incense,
offer kits of achrancement and
T shirts, dashkis. 15 Stewart Ave. opportunity. Call us, we’ll wait with
San Jose. 408/2583220.
your schedule. Minimum 12 units
needed in child development
elementary education or recreation.
Call (408)257.7326.

MAXIMIZE YOUR FINANCIAL AIDI
A dynamic guide offers proven
seaets for college students, plus a
comprehensive directcry of cattact
sources. For free details. send a
self-addressed stamped envelope
to: ASA. 2455 23rd Ave., S.F. CA
94116. Satisfacbon guaranteed!
CONGRATS! To all PANHELLENIC
sororrties on a great Spring Rushl
100% PURE ADRENALINE III!! Love, Alpha Phi.
falling
Experience the thrill of free
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
HELP WANTED
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes EARN UP TO 510./HOUR. Are you
of training. For the true thrill seek- looking for great hours? Great
er. try an accelerated freefall $$$? And a great experience?
course and find yourself on the Don’t look any further. Market for
fastest road to becoming a certified Fatune 500 companies! Call now
skydiver, starting with a six hour 1-8009501037 ext. 17.
class and a mile long freefall the
same day. Videos of your jump COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE Staff
also available. Owned and operat- residential facilities for young
ed by SJSU students and grads. adults with Autism. Part time 6am
For more info call (510)6347575. 9am or 7am 9am. $7.00 to
$7.25 / hour. Call 406448.3953.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
RESTAURANT PART-TIME
Your chance to be seen!!!
Day and esenng shifts.
Models wanted by top agencies all
Excellent pay. Apply in person at
over the country and the world.
Pasta Mla.
Break into the modeling industry
2565 N. 1st St or
now! No experience necessary. Call
call John / Doug at 4357300.
fa details. Tom (408)2499737.

GREEK

NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
x-rays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and rour TEETH
Enroll nowt For brochure see
A.S. Office or call 8006553225.

SPARTA N DAILY s.n, rose state university

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make $2,000.4./month teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan & Taiwan. Many
provide room & board + other
benefits! No previous training or
teaching certificate required.
For employment program call:
(206)632-1146 ext. 16041.
INSTRUCTOR -For those who love
children. Exciting and energetic
people needed for pre-school
children sports and recreation
program. Full & part tme available.
Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung
(510) 7137347. Positions avail.
able throughout the bay area.

SALES HEALTH AND FITNESS
Full time positions available for
management trainees needed for
California’s fastest growing professional mantel art schools. Oppatu
nity for rapid advancement to
management for self motivated
enthusiastic team players. Karate
$200. - 3500. WEEKLY
expenence helpful but not necessary. Guaranteed base, plus corn
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You’re paid direct missions, bonus, trips and other
Fully guaranteed. FREE IrAcrmation great benefits. Call Mr. Benyessa
24 hour hotline. 801-3792900. at (510) 7117347.
Copyight N CA057550.

’

37.00 - 58.00 PER HOUR***
Security - Full time or part time
All shifts / Day, Swng or Grave.
Weekly Paychecks
Credit union
Full training.
Vacation Pay.
3 medical plans fa F.T.
Dental / Visiat Plans.
Requires: Reliable transportation,
clean police record, verifiable past
employment good camounication
skills, 18 + years.
Apply: 8 am.-5 pm. Monday - Friday
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott BNd. Santa Clara
Near 101 at San Tomas & Oicat

2 BDR./1 BA. 1 Mock from SJSU.
Free basic cable, laundry room,
parking, modem appliances. Rent
begins at $725./mo. + $500. dep.
For information call 97143869 or
see manager at Royale Apts, 485
S. 9th &
St Also acceptig
applications fa Fall semester.

ROOM AVAILABLE CLOSE TO
campus. Comer of 9th & William.
Laundry on site. For more info:
call Laune or Rachel 2793110.

CUSTOMER SERVICE. We will
train. Part time $1500. Full time
$3503. We need help & you need
$$$. Start now. 408/345-2336.

LARGE ONE BEDROOM APT.
Walk-in cbset Walking distanoe to
campus. Will negotiate rent.
2807190 / 2983033.

OFFICE POSITIONS AVAILABLE at
the Church of Scientology. These
are permanent & full time. Pay is
low. Must have a desire to team
and improve. 408/441-6661.

THE COLONNADE. Female roommate wanted, share 2 br./2 ba.
apt. 4th St. across from SJSU.
Avail. now. $307./mo. 2957738.

LARGE 1 BDRM. APT. Victorian,
1/2 block from SJSU. Parking.
$600./mo. + dep. 264-4089.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
Walk or nde bike to school. Ample
parking, garage available Secured
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry
Remodeled, roomy & very
CASHIERS CHEVRON. Two clean. Call Manager 288 9157
locations. Flexible hours.Call leave message.
2953964 / 2690337.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Big windows, bright and airy, with
dishwasher, air conditioning, gated,
HOUSING
covered parking & on-site laundry.
GARAGE APT. 1 BR./1 BA. FAM. Intercom building. Quiet, nice for
room, parking. $600. dep. 1/2 two roommates or staff. 1 block
bbck from S.1SU.Call 264-4069.
from SJSU. From $625. per month.
Aspen Vintage Tower. 297-4705.
Why Rent? Own your own home!!
Nicely decorated & remodeled
SERVICES
cottage 2 br. 1 ba. Walk front SJ
State! Buitt-in d/w, disposal, entry WRITING & RESEARCH Services.
room, breakfast room, basement. Tenn paper & thesis preparation
$155,000. Call Pat at Residential and assistance. All subjects. Quali
Specialists 927-6565.
fied writers on every topic. Editing.
EARN 31,500 WEEKLY mailing cur
circulars! Begin Novy! Free packet!
SEYS, Dept. 15. Box 4000,
Cordova, TN 38018-4000.

Rewriting Resumes. ESL students
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
TRAVEL
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
satisfactory service. Improve your SPRING BREAK GET-AWAY!
grades! (Berkeley) 5104341-5036. Cabo San Lucas Mexico - 5 days!
$309. per omen. Discount aMne
MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT tickets and morel Voyagers TraveL
HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving, Tonia 3799934
waxing, breezing or using chemi
cals. Let us permanently remove
your unwanted hak. Back - Chest - WORD PROCESSING
Lip Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty 15% discount. PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
Wad Processing Term Papers
5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
Turabian. Desktop Prkilishing,
#17, Campbell . (408) 3794500.
Graphic Desgn 8, Layout
Laser Output
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Unwanted haw removed forever.
V. I. P. Graphics
Specialist Confidential.
Near Oakridge Mall 3639254.
Disposable or your own probe.
335 S. Baywood Av. San Jose, Ca AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Call 247-7486.
Word processing! Theses, term
papers, nursing & group projects,
50% DISCOUNT!
resumes, letters, manuscripts, etc.
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laserlet Alll
Enhance your natural beauty!!
formats plus APA. Spelling punctu
ation and grammar assistance. AIII
Eye Liner Lips - Eyebrows.
work guaranteed! Save $35 with
Expires 5 - 31- 93.
408-379-3500
referral discounts! For worryfree,
dependable, and prompt service,
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
caU PAM at 247-2681 (8arri8pm).
Campbell. CA 95008.
FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING &
REPAIR YOUR CREDIT RATINGS... TRANSCRIPTION. Professional!
plus fill your bank account home typist w/ Laserlet printer.
with cash! For free details, $2.00 / double spaced page.
write...Asun & Foley Interprises. Open almost 24 hours a day,
21 Berkshire Ave. Redwood City, 7 days a week. Term papers,
CA 94063.
resumes, correspondence, etc.
West San Jose near Cupertino.
IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
Suzanne:4465658.
16 yrs of legal experience
H1, labor cert., green card
I HATE TO TYPE
ccrporation & business.
If the got your attention
Law Offices of Stanley K Yin
grve yourself a break.
2021 The Alameda, Suite 350
Let me do it for youl
San Jose, CA 95126
Free pick up and delwery.
TTD 408/2449532
$2.00 per double spaced page /
Voice 408/2499567.
$5.00 minimunt.
Call Julie: 991343354.

COMPUTERIZED TERM PAPERS
& reports. $2.50/page double
spaced. Jan -2597821
WORD PROCESSOR
Retired secretary. Let me do the
typing,!! Resumes, terrn papers,
theses, etc. Grad & Lndergrad.
IBM Comp/Laser printer.
Available days
(eves/weekends by appt)
Appointment necessary.
Call Anna 9724992.
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 2669448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar. sentence
structure. punctuation; format
(APA, Turablan, MLA); table/graPti
preparation; custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume/cover letter preparation.
IntematIonal Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7:30am-8:30pm.
CALL UNDA TODAY
kr experienced, professional word
processing. Theses, term papers,
warp projects. etc. All formats
ncbding APA. Laser printer.
Transasson and Fax services
available. Almaden/Firanhant area.
Call for appointment
(408) 264-4504.
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING,
reports, resumes, etc. 7309422
day or evenirg.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / the
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Student chops her way to the top, overcomes obstacles
BY LAURA KLEINMAN

Boulder Creek Fire Department
had to use the Jaws of Life to free
the couple before they were airlifted by helicopter to Stanford
Medical Center.
Their injuries were severe, and
recovery was a painful and slow
process. Savage suffered memory
loss due to the severity of her
head injuries.
As a student of karate since
1986, Savage wasn’t deterred
when her doctor said she should
never practice again.
"To me it’s a livelihood; I’d be
suffering right now, feeling bad

SJSU student Lynne Savage performs a kata with a pair of sais in the
the weapons event of the Golden State Karate Championship.

about myself if 1 wasn’t (practicing kenpo)," Savage said.
Inspired by Religious Studies
Professor Zussman’s Magic, Science and Religion course last
semester, Savage returned to
kenpo competition with a
renewed interest.
She decided to focus her attention on competing in kata, a
series of martial arts moves, for a
class project designed to allow
students to discover their "extraordinary human potential."
"Lynne showed courage, determination and focus in her Practice of kenpo," Zussman said. A
"Practice" is an activity that has
tremendous meaning to the individual.
"She pursues life takes the
hit as a gift and moves on from
there," Zussman said.
Kenpo, along with the personal
growth, awards the diligent student visually. Savage has won 18
trophies, 16 of which were
acquired within the last two years.
"The trophies are nice, but it’s
the journey that counts," Savage
said as she glanced toward the
awards occupying a large portion
ot ner living room.
For Savage, that "journey" has
included the pursuit of another
personal interest along the way.
Leaning against the walls of her
modest living room were dozens
of oil paintings.
Most of her paintings depict
women who radiate strength, yet
whose demeanor is extremely
femininealmost mythical in
appearance. Several of her creations are self-portraits.
"I like becoming the painting,
while the painting becomes me,"
Savage said.
Savage said karate and painting, while sounding like very different activities, provide a similar
purpose"a way of meditation."
Savage competed in California

Pinball wizard scores 500

on porn’ ts

Arian Daily

Writer

1990 is one year SJSU anthropology major Lynne Savage will
never forget.
She married Jason Savage in
April and earned an associate of
arts degree in June. What started
as a year of new beginnings, nearly ended in July.
Savage and her husband barely
survived a head-on automobile
collision when the driver of a
Continental Mark IV crossed into
the lane of their Datsun 310.
Emergency workers from Me

KAftEN SCHMIDT

NEW YORK (AP)
How
many points does it take to
claim the "World’s Greatest Pinball Player" title?
Don’t even apply unless your
score reaches half a billion.
Lyman Sheats Jr., 26, of
Hampton, Va. won the third
international
championship
competition
Sunday
with
570,690,040 points
enough to
take the crown and a $3,000
purse.
"My first games were lousy
because I was worried about
what everybody else was doing,"
said the champ, who played on a
"I )r. Who" machine.
"Then I blanked out everybody and played the game
against the machine, on my
own:. Sheats said. "And I
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stopped looking at the scores."
Some 500 pinball aces from
North America, Europe, Australia and Japan converged on a
Manhattan hotel for a weekend
of flashing lights, bells, ramps
and boulders.
The annual event is held
under the auspices of the Professional and Amateur Pinball
Association.
Adult
competitors
are
grouped into three categories
based on skill.
The division B winner was
A.J. Fried, of North Arlington,
N.J.; who took home $1,500 and
a trophy.
The $1,000 division C prize
went to Kevin Rodriguez of New
York City.
Willy McKinney, 14, from

Alexander, Ark., won a $500 gift
certificate in the "under 16" category.
Pinball has gotten a lot
flashier since the first machines
were invented some 60 years
ago.
Today’s
models
include
multi-level playing fields, digital
stereo sound, computerized
boards and even holograms.
Sheats, a software developer,
said he practices up to two hours
a day at home.
He even bought a second
machine so his girlfriend could
play along.
"You have to keep your cool,"
he said. "The play is very fast,
the flippers are very strong and
you get a lot of velocity on the
ball."

Stone Age lifestyle studies offer
hope of drop in breast cancer rate
Breast canBOSTON (AP)
cer is 100 times as common now
as it was in the Stone Age, a finding that suggests ways to dramatically reduce the frequency of the
disease, a researcher said Monday.
Studies of Stone Age child rearing also suggest that babies
who sleep with their mothers
may be at lower risk of sudden
infant death syndrome, a
researcher said.
The studies, presented at the
annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science, are products of the
new field of evolutionary medicine. Its central tenet is that
human society has changed drastically since the Stone Age but
human biology hasn’t.
Humans evolved to function
under Stone Age conditions,
which persisted for millions of
years, and they are now out of
sync with their environment in
ways that lead to disease,
researchers said.
"From the standpoint of our
biology and chemistry, we’re still
Stone- Agers," said one author of
the breast cancer study, Dr. S.

Boyd Eaton of Emory University
in Atlanta. "But our biology
operates under different circumstances from those for which it
was designed."
The determinations of Stone
Age lifestyles come partly from
fossil evidence but mostly from
studies of present-day tribes of
nomadic hunter-gatherers, who
are the closest modern equivalents of Stone Age humans, Eaton
said.
American women currently
face a one-in-eight or one-innine lifetime risk of developing
breast cancer, according to the
National Cancer Institute in
Wa.shington, D.C. The risk in
Stone Age women was about one
in 800 or one in 900, Eaton said.
He found that women in
hunter-gatherer tribes begin
menstruating earlier than women
in Western societies, have their
first child earlier, have more children, nurse more frequently and
have earlier menopause.
All of those lower breast cancer risk by reducing the rate at
which certain cells divide in the
mammary ducts inside the
breasts, Eaton said.

KAREN SCHMIDT

Savage talks to one of her competitors as she
waits to perform her kata in the California Karate
Karate League’s Golden State
Karate Championship Feb. 7 at
Santa Teresa High School,
She took second place in both
the "open" and "weapons" kata
events.
In addition, Savage appeared
in this month’s edition of Karate
World magazine for having taken
the California Karate League’s
Competitor of the Year award for
her overall performance last year
in the women’s open-style kata.
Sensei Meyer, Savage’s karate
instructor since 1986, said she
showed no signs of physical loss
after her accident.
"She’s got tenacity:’ Meyer said.
"She sticks with it and doesn’t
give up."
Savage and her husband refer
to kenpo as a "lifestyle:’ Fier husband attends every one of Savage’s
competitions and took up the
"lifestyle" himself two years ago.
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League’s championship on Feb. 7 at Santa Teresa
High School.

Savage’s husband said since the
accident she has become more
open. "She talks about everything," he said.
Savage is majoring in cultural
anthropology because she said
she enjoys learning about people
from different backgrounds.
Using skills she will acquire
this semester from an applied
anthropology course coupled
with her minor in Native American studies, Savage hopes to work
with an American Indian community in the area.
Savage
currently
attends
school full time, works part time
and spends two to four hours a
week at Karate Ways, a martial
arts studio in Morgan Hill.
Fellow kenpo student Christa
Major met Savage at Karate Ways
prior to the accident and was
there when she returned. "Lynne
overcame a lot of obstacles (since

the accident)," Major said. "Her
progress is a real inspiration."
Savage has taken up teaching
kata to children at the studio.
Meyer said, "Lynne is an excellent
role model for the children."
For the first time, Savage was
able to see the result of her teaching when two of her students
competed Feb. 7.
rc"It’s really inspiring to see the
children get involved," Savage
said.
"Lynne is very open and warm
with the children she’s really a
wonderful teacher," said Bob
Smith, the father of one of her
students.
Savage believes in karma
those who project a positive attitude will have positive experiences.
"Besides," Savage said, "nothing can ever be as bad as the accident."
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